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(54) Cushioning conversion machine and method

(57) A cushioning conversion machine (100) com-
prising a conversion assembly (101) which converts a
sheet stock material into a three-dimensional strip of
cushioning. The conversion assembly (101) includes a
forming assembly (120) that forms the stock material in-
to a strip of stock material. The forming assembly (120)

comprises an external forming device (122) and an in-
ternal forming device (124). The internal forming device
(124) includes interacting and/or mandrel portions (164)
which internally interact with lateral portions of the strip
of stock material to internally reshape the cross-section-
al geometry of the strip.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates generally as indicated to
a cushioning conversion machine and method. More
particularly, this invention relates to improved forming
assemblies and/or forming steps for cushioning conver-
sion machines and methods.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In the process of shipping an item from one lo-
cation to another, a protective packaging material is typ-
ically placed in the shipping case, or box, to fill any voids
and/or to cushion the item during the shipping process.
Some conventional commonly used protective packag-
ing materials are plastic foam peanuts and plastic bub-
ble pack. While these conventional plastic materials
seem to adequately perform as cushioning products,
they are not without disadvantages. Perhaps the most
serious drawback of plastic bubble wrap and/or plastic
foam peanuts is their effect on our environment. Quite
simply, these plastic packaging materials are not biode-
gradable and thus they cannot avoid further multiplying
our planet's already critical waste disposal problems.
The non-biodegradability of these packaging materials
has become increasingly important in light of many in-
dustries adopting more progressive policies in terms of
environmental responsibility.
[0003] These and other disadvantages of convention-
al plastic packaging materials has made paper protec-
tive packaging material a very popular alternative. Pa-
per is biodegradable, recyclable and renewable; making
it an environmentally responsible choice for conscien-
tious industries. While paper in sheet form could possi-
bly be used as a protective packaging material, it is usu-
ally preferable to convert the sheets of paper into a rel-
atively low density pad-like cushioning dunnage prod-
uct. This conversion may be accomplished by a cush-
ioning conversion machine, such as those disclosed in
U.S. Patent Nos. 4,026,298; 4,085,662; 4,109,040;
4,237,776; 4,717,613; 4,750,896; 4,884,999;
5,061,543; 5,188,581 and/or 5,607,383. (These patents
are assigned to the assignee of the present application).
[0004] Each of the cushioning conversion machines
disclosed in the above-identified patents includes a con-
version assembly which converts sheet-like stock ma-
terial into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. The
conversion assembly includes a forming assembly
which forms the sheet-like stock material into a strip of
stock material having lateral pillow-like portions. The
conversion assembly also includes a feeding assembly
which is positioned downstream of the forming assem-
bly and which pulls the stock material through the form-
ing assembly.
[0005] The forming assemblies in the above-identified
patents each comprise an external forming device and

an internal forming device which are positioned within a
common envelope defined by the machine's housing.
The stock material travels through the external forming
device and around the internal forming device as it pass-
es through the forming assembly to form the strip of
stock material. The external forming device is a con-
verging chute having an inlet, an outlet and substantially
continuous walls therebetween which define a turning
space. In the external forming device (or chute) dis-
closed in U.S. Patent No. 5,607,383. the upstream edg-
es of certain walls are outwardly flared in a trumpet-like
fashion to facilitate passage of the stock material into
the turning space and/or to prevent any tears in the stock
material during this passage.
[0006] In U.S. Patent Nos. 4,026,298; 4,085,662;
4,109,040 and/or 4,237,776, the internal forming device
(called a pusher mechanism) includes a body which is
made of a bar-like material, such as metal rod, and
which is triangular shaped when viewed from the top.
During the forming process, converging leg portions of
the body define a coplanar turning perimeter around
which lateral regions of the stock material are inwardly
turned. These converging leg portions and also lateral
cross-leg portions form a coplanar holding surface that
holds central regions of the stock material as its lateral
regions are inwardly turned. The body is positioned en-
tirely within the external forming device with its down-
stream end being positioned slightly upstream of the
chute's outlet.
[0007] In U.S. Patent No. 4,717,613, the internal form-
ing device (called a forming frame) includes a planar
body and three perpendicular ribs, all of which are made
of a bar-like material, such as metal rod. The body is V-
shaped when viewed from the top. The ribs are U-
shaped when viewed from the device's upstream end
and decrease in height and width in the downstream di-
rection. During the forming process, converging leg por-
tions of the body define a co-planar turning perimeter
around which lateral regions of the stock material are
inwardly turned and bottom leg portions of the ribs de-
fine a co-planar holding surface that holds central re-
gions of the stock material. The body and ribs are all
positioned entirely within the turning space of the exter-
nal forming device and the device's downstream end (i.
e., the downstream end of the V-shaped body) is located
just upstream of the chute's outlet.
[0008] In U.S. Patent No. 4,750,896, the internal form-
ing device (called a forming frame) has a construction
similar to the internal device disclosed In U.S. Patent
No. 4,717,613, except that It includes only two ribs. Dur-
ing the forming process, converging leg portions of the
device's body define a co-planar turning perimeter and
bottom leg portions of the its ribs define a co-planar hold-
ing surface. This device is positioned only partially within
the chute In that it has upstream portions situated out-
side of the chute and downstream portions situated with-
in the chute. The device's downstream end is positioned
within the turning space just upstream of the chute's out-
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let
[0009] In U.S. Patent Nos. 4,884,999; 5,061,543 and/
or 5,188,581, the internal forming device (called a
former member) includes an elongated bar-like body
having a rectangular cross-section. This internal form-
ing device is designed to coact with a smaller chute to
produce a narrower strip of cushioning. In any event,
during the conversion process, the top lateral edges of
the body define a co-planar turning perimeter and the
bottom surface of the body defines a co-planar holding
surface. The upstream portions of the rectangular body
are positioned upstream of the chute's inlet and the de-
vice's downstream end is positioned just upstream of
the chute's outlet.
[0010] In U.S. Patent No. 5,607,383, the internal form-
ing device (called a forming member) comprises a first
leg portion, a second leg portion and a bight portion
which performs as a living hinge between the leg por-
tions. During the forming process, the bottom surface of
the second leg portion defines a co-planar holding sur-
face that holds the central region of the stock material
as its lateral regions are inwardly turned. The first leg
portion is attached to the chute's top wall along a later-
ally center line thereof, the bight portion Is positioned
upstream of the chute's inlet, and the second leg portion
extends from the bight portion Into the chute's turning
space. The device's downstream end (i.e., the down-
stream end of the second leg portion) is positioned with-
in the turning space just upstream of the chute's outlet.
[0011] International Patent Application No.
WO96/40496 relates to cushioning conversion ma-
chines and methods which are provided for converting
plural layers of a sheet-like stock material into a dun-
nage product. The plural layers of the stock material are
shaped into a three-dimensional strip of dunnage and
the overlapped edge portions of a first layer of the stock
material are connected together separate from a central
portion of the first layer. The overlapped edge portions
of the first layer may be generally co-planar with its ad-
jacent unoverlapped portions. The overlapped edge
portions of the first layer may be connected together
separate from other layers of the sheet-like stock mate-
rial. Alternatively, the lateral edges of the other layers of
the sheet-like stock material may be connected to each
other and also the.lateral edges of the first layer but not
to the respective central portions of the layers.
[0012] Thus, over the years, forming assemblies have
been modified, improved, or otherwise changed. De-
spite these past modifications, improvements, and
changes, the inventors believe that a need remains for
further cushioning conversion machines and methods
which produce cushioning strips having enhanced qual-
ities and/or having different shaped cross-sectional ge-
ometries. Moreover, Irrespective of particular qualities
and geometries, environmental and other concems pro-
vide a constant desire for new cushioning products and
for machines/methods for producing such products.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] According to a first aspect of the invention
there is provided a cushioning conversion machine as
claimed in Claim 1.
[0014] Preferably the cushioning conversion machine
includes further features as defined in dependent
Claims 2 to 10.
[0015] According to a second aspect of the invention
there is provided a cushioning conversion method as
claimed in Claim 11.
[0016] Preferably the cushioning conversion method
includes further features as defined in dependent Claim
12.
[0017] There follows a brief description of devices de-
scribed in more detail herein.
[0018] A cushioning conversion machine comprises a
conversion assembly which converts a sheet stock ma-
terial into a strip of cushioning;

the conversion assembly comprising a forming as-
sembly which inwardly turns lateral regions of the sheet
stock material as the stock material travels therethrough
to form a strip of stock material;

the forming assembly comprising an external
forming device and an internal forming device;

the external forming device having an inlet, an out-
let and surfaces therebetween which define a turning
space;

the internal forming device being positioned rela-
tive to the external forming device so that the stock ma-
terial passes through the turning space and around the
internal forming device as it travels through the forming
assembly;

the internal forming device having portions with
laterally outer edges which at least partially define a
turning perimeter around which lateral regions of the
sheet stock material inwardly turn; and

the internal forming device having at least one pro-
trusion which projects above the laterally outer edges of
the portions of the internal forming device.
[0019] Another cushioning conversion machine in-
cludes a conversion assembly which converts sheet-like
stock material Into a three-dimensional strip of cushion-
ing. The conversion assembly includes a forming as-
sembly which forms the sheet-like stock material into a
strip of stock material having lateral pillow-like portions.
Preferably, the conversion assembly also includes a
feeding assembly that feeds the stock material through
the forming assembly. More preferably, the feeding as-
sembly is positioned downstream of the forming assem-
bly and pulls the stock material through the forming as-
sembly.
[0020] The forming assembly comprises an external
forming device and an internal forming device that are
preferably positioned within a common envelope de-
fined by the machine's housing. The stock material trav-
els through the external forming device and around the
internal forming device as it passes through the forming
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assembly to form the strip of stock material.
[0021] The external forming device has an inlet, an
outlet and surfaces therebetween which define a turning
space. The surfaces of the external forming device ra-
dially restrict the stock material as it travels through the
turning space to cause inward turning of the lateral re-
gions of the stock material to form the strip of stock ma-
terial. Preferably, the external forming device is a chute
having substantially continuous walls extending be-
tween the Inlet and the outlet. More preferably, the ex-
ternal forming device Is a converging chute whereby its
inlet is of greater area than its outlet and its walls taper
inwardly In the downstream direction.
[0022] According to one preferred embodiment of the
invention, the internal forming device has at least one
interacting portion which is positioned downstream of
the outlet of the external forming device and which is
positioned to internally interact with lateral portions of
the strip of stock material. In this manner, the strip of
stock material has a certain cross-sectional geometry
when it emerges from the outlet of the external forming
device and the interacting portions then internally re-
shape this cross-sectional geometry. An extruding de-
vice may be positioned downstream of the outlet of the
external forming device. Such an extruding device
would be used to externally coact with the interacting
portion(s) to re-shape the cross-sectional geometry of
the strip of stock material.
[0023] According to another arrangement the internal
forming device comprises a pair of mandrel portions
symmetrically positioned relative to the turning space
defined by the external forming device. The mandrel
portions are located on at least one supporting portion
and the mandrel portions have a greater cross-sectional
area than the supporting ponion(s). The mandrel por-
tions may be positioned downstream of the outlet of the
external forming device or may be positioned within the
turning space of the external forming device (i.e., up-
stream of the outlet). In the latter case, the mandrel por-
tions may be positioned adjacent the outlet or may be
positioned approximately intermediate the inlet and the
outlet of the external forming device.
[0024] In another device the internal forming device
comprises a least one interacting portion which interacts
with the strip of stock material to effect its cross-section-
al geometry and a supporting portion which is used to
mount the interacting portion(s). The supporting portion
is mounted to the machine's housing downstream of the
outlet of the external forming device. The position of the
interacting portion(s) is preferably downstream of the
outlet of the extemal forming device. Additionally or al-
ternatively, the interacting portions preferably comprise
a pair of mandrel portions symmetrically positioned rel-
ative to the turning space.
[0025] The internal forming device has portions which
define a turning perimeter around which lateral regions
of the stock material are inwardly turned. The turning
perimeter includes coplanar portions and at least one

mandrel portion which transversely projects beyond the
coplanar portions. Preferably, the internal forming de-
vice comprises a pair of mandrel portions laterally sym-
metrically positioned relative to the turning space and
the coplanar portions comprise a pair of mandrel-sup-
porting portions extending through the turning space.
[0026] According to another preferred embodiment of
the invention, the internal forming device comprises at
least one portion defining a holding surface and a man-
drel portion attached to the downstream end of this at
least one portion. The holding surface holds a central
region of the stock material as it travels through the turn-
ing space. The mandrel portion has a lateral section
which projects laterally outward from the downstream
end of the portion. The mandrel portion may be posi-
tioned downstream of the outlet of the external forming
device or may be positioned upstream of the outlet of
the external forming device (i.e., within the turning
space). The mandrel portion may also include wing sec-
tions extending from the lateral mandrel section.
[0027] In another arrangement the internal forming
device has portions which define a holding surface that
holds central regions of the stock material as it travels
through the turning space. The holding surface may be
defined by a leg portion which longitudinally extends
through the center of the turning space and a mandrel
portion attached to the downstream end of the leg por-
tion. Alternatively, the holding surface may be defined
by ribs extending downward from a V-shaped body.
[0028] In yet another device the internal forming de-
vice includes a pair of leg portions and a nose portion
which joins together the downstream ends of the legs
portion. The leg portions extend longitudinally through
the turning space and laterally converge towards each
other. The nose portion has a transverse linear section
positioned centrally relative to the turning space and ex-
tending in the lateral transverse direction. Preferably,
the transverse linear section extends approximately two
inches in the lateral transverse direction.
[0029] These and other features of the invention are
fully described and particularly pointed out in the claims.
The following descriptive annexed drawings set forth in
detail certain illustrative embodiments of the invention;
and some further arrangements not forming part of the
invention as claimed. The embodiments of the invention
are indicative of but a few of the various ways in which
the principles of the invention may be employed.

DRAWINGS

[0030]

Figures 1 and 2 are top and side views, respectively,
of a cushioning conversion machine 100 according
to the invention, the machine being shown without
stock material passing therethrough.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 are isolated top, side and up-
stream end views, respectively, of an external form-
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ing device 122 and an internal forming device 123
of the cushioning conversion machine 100.
Figures 6 and 7 are isolated top and side views, re-
spectively, of another internal forming device 124 of
the cushioning conversion machine 100.
Figures 8 and 9 are schematic top and side views,
respectively, of the cushioning conversion machine
100, the machine being shown without stock mate-
rial passing therethrough.
Figures 10A-10C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 8, with stock ma-
terial passing through the machine.
Figure 11A-11C are schematic cross-sectional
views similar to Figures 10A-10C, except they are
taken in a cushioning conversion machine without
an internal forming device 124.
Figures 12 and 13 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of the cushioning conversion
machine 100 modified to include an extruding de-
vice 190.
Figures 14A-14C are schematic cross-sections tak-
en as indicated in Figure 12, with stock material
passing through the machine.
Figures 15 and 16 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of the cushioning conversion
machine 100 modified to include another type of ex-
truding device 194.
Figures 17A-17C are schematic cross-sections tak-
en as indicated in Figure 14, with stock material
passing through the machine.
Figures 18 and 19 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of a cushioning conversion ma-
chine 200 not forming part of the invention the ma-
chine being shown without stock material passing
therethrough.
Figures 20A -20C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 18, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 21 and 22 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of a cushioning conversion ma-
chine 300 not forming part of the invention the ma-
chine being shown without stock material passing
therethrough.
Figures 23A-23C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 21, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 24 and 25 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of a cushioning conversion ma-
chine 400 not forming part of the invention the ma-
chine being shown without stock material passing
therethrough.
Figures 26A and 26B are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 23, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 27 and 28 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of a cushioning conversion ma-
chine, 500 not forming part of the invention the ma-
chine being shown without stock material passing

therethrough.
Figures 29A-29C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 27, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 30 and 31 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of a cushioning conversion ma-
chine 600, not forming part of the invention, the ma-
chine being shown without stock material passing
therethrough.
Figures 32A-32C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 30, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 33 and 34 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of a cushioning conversion ma-
chine 700, not forming part of the invention, the ma-
chine being shown without stock material passing
therethrough.
Figures 35A-35C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 33, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 36 and 37 are schematic top and side
views, respectively of a cushioning conversion ma-
chine 800, not forming part of the invention, the ma-
chine being shown without stock material passing
therethrough.
Figures 38A-38C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 36, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 39, 40 and 41 are isolated top, side, and
upstream end views, respectively of an internal
forming device 824 used in the cushioning conver-
sion machine 800.
Figures 42 and 43 are schematic top and side
views, respectively, of the cushioning conversion
machine 900, not forming part of the invention, the
machine being shown without stock material pass-
ing therethrough.
Figures 44A-44C are schematic cross-sectional
views taken as indicated in Figure 42, with stock
material passing through the machine.
Figures 45-47 are isolated top, side and upstream
end views, respectively, of an internal forming de-
vice 925 of the cushioning conversion machine 900.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] Referring now to the drawings in detail, a cush-
ioning conversion machine 100 according to the inven-
tion and conversion machines 200, 300, 400, 500, 600,
700, 800 and 900, not forming part of the invention, are
shown. These cushioning conversion machines convert
a sheet-like stock material having a prescribed width in-
to three-dimensional cushioning products. The pre-
ferred stock material is a roll of two or three superim-
posed webs or layers of biodegradable, recyclable and
reusable 13.6kg or 22.7kg (thirty-pound or fifty-pound)
Kraft paper. The roll is, for example, 71 to 76cm (28 to
30 inches) wide and approximately 137m (450 feet)
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long.
[0032] The cushioning conversion machines each
form the stock material into a strip. The strip has at least
one pillow-like portion and a portion which is connected
to maintain the geometry of the pillow-like portion. The
preferred strip has two lateral pillow-like portions dis-
posed in lateral abutting relationship on opposite sides
of a central portion or band. The strip is then connected
(such as by compression, perforations, and/or slitting)
along its central band to produce a strip of cushioning.
Thus, the preferred cushioning strip preferably has two
lateral pillow-like portions and a compressed (when
compared to the lateral pillow-like portions) central por-
tion or band in which overlapped portions of the stock
material are connected together.
[0033] In any event, the cushioning strip may be cut
into sections or pads of desired length that may be used
instead of conventional plastic protective packaging ma-
terial. The preferred cushioning conversion machines
will convert the preferred roll of stock material into cush-
ioning pads equal to approximately four 0,425m3 (15 ft3)
bags of plastic foam peanuts while at the same time re-
quiring less than 1/30th the storage space.
[0034] In the following subsections, the cushioning
conversion machines 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700
and 800 are each described. Except where noted, the
detailed description of the overall construction and op-
eration of the cushioning conversion machine 100 will
likewise apply to the other cushioning conversion ma-
chines. Moreover, the principles of the present invention
may be used with any cushioning conversion machine
or method which falls within the scope of the claims.
[0035] In the following subsections (and in the context
of the present invention), the upstream-downstream di-
rection and/or the longitudinal dimension corresponds
to the flow of stock material through the cushioning con-
version machine. The traverse dimensions correspond
to the vertical and horizontal planes passing through the
longitudinal axis of the cushioning conversion machine
when this longitudinal axis is horizontally oriented. More
specifically, the lateral transverse dimension refers to
the horizontal plane or "width" of the cushioning conver-
sion machine (top-to-bottom in Figures 1, 8, 18, 21, 24,
27, 30, 33, and 36) and the non-lateral transverse di-
mension refers to the vertical plane or "height" of the
cushioning conversion machine (top-to-bottom in Fig-
ures 2, 9, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, and 37). Certain direc-
tional modifiers may be used during the description of
the cushioning conversion machines, such as upper,
lower, upwardly, top, bottom, etc., these terms corre-
sponding to the illustrated orientation. Any directional
modifiers are used solely for convenience, they do not
in any way limit the invention to a particular orientation
of the cushioning conversion machine.

Cushioning Conversion Machine 100

[0036] Referring now to Figures 1 and 2, the cushion-

ing conversion machine 100 is shown. The cushioning
conversion machine 100 includes a conversion assem-
bly 101 which converts the stock material into the strip
of cushioning, a stock supply assembly 102 which sup-
plies the stock material to the conversion assembly 101,
and a severing assembly 103 which cuts the strip of
cushioning into sections or pads of a desired length.
[0037] The cushioning conversion machine 100 fur-
ther comprises a housing 104 which at least partially en-
closes the conversion assembly 101. In the illustrated
embodiment, the housing 104 includes a bottom wall
105, lateral side walls 106, and a downstream end wall
107 with the walls 105-107 together defining a rectan-
gular envelope. The upper edges of these walls, or al-
ternatively a separate piece of material, form a rectan-
gular border 108 around the top of the rectangular en-
velope. Although not shown in the drawings, the ma-
chine's housing 104 includes a top wall or cover to en-
close the rectangular envelope.
[0038] The upstream edges of the walls 105 and 106
cooperate to define a stock inlet 109 and the down-
stream end wall 107 has a rectangular opening defining
a strip outlet 110. The machine housing 104 preferably
also includes a box-like extension 111 attached to the
downstream end wall 107 and a post-cutting tunnel 112
extending downstream from the extension 111. As is ex-
plained in more detail below, the strip of cushioning pro-
duced by the machine 100 is of a different cross-sec-
tional geometry than the cushioning strips produced by
earlier machines. Accordingly, the area of the strip outlet
110 and/or the transverse dimensions of the tunnel 112,
may need to be different (i.e., larger) than those in earlier
machines to adequately accommodate the cross-sec-
tional geometry of the cushioning strip.
[0039] The conversion assembly 101 is mounted
within the rectangular envelope defined by the housing
walls 105 -107. The stock supply assembly 102 is
mounted to an upstream end of the housing 104. The
"severing components" of the severing assembly 103
are mounted to a downstream side of the end wall 107.
The stock material travels from the stock supply assem-
bly 102, through the stock inlet 109 into the rectangular
envelope whereat it is converted into the strip of cush-
ioning by the conversion assembly 101. The strip of
cushioning then passes through the strip outlet 110 in
the end wall 107 and into the extension 111 whereat it
is cut into sections or pads which travel downstream
through the post-cutting tunnel 112.
[0040] The housing 104 also includes a guide tray 113
positioned within the noted rectangular envelope and di-
rectly mounted to the bottom wall 105. When viewed
from the side, the guide tray 113 is not positioned par-
allel with the bottom wall 105, but rather slopes upwardly
from the wall 105 in the downstream direction. (Figure
2.) When viewed in plan, the guide tray 113 is trapezoi-
dal in shape having a wide upstream edge 114 and a
parallel narrow downstream edge 115. (Figure 1.) The
narrow edge 115 is positioned adjacent the strip outlet
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110 in the housing end wall 107. The guide tray 113 in-
cludes a laterally centrally located slot 116 in a down-
stream region which is sized and positioned to accom-
modate a component of the conversion assembly 101,
namely a rotating feed member 127 introduced below.
[0041] The housing 104 may further comprise a
cross-strap 117 that extends laterally between the side
walls 106 and/or the rectangular border 108. The cross-
strap 117 is longitudinally positioned so that it extends
across an upstream region of the rectangular envelope
formed by the housing walls 105-107. More particularly,
the cross-strap 117 is longitudinally positioned up-
stream of a certain device of the conversion assembly
101, namely an external forming device 122, introduced
below.
[0042] The conversion assembly 101 comprises a
forming assembly 120 and a feeding assembly 121. The
forming assembly 120 includes an external forming de-
vice 122, an internal forming device 123 and another
internal forming device 124, which are described in de-
tail below. The forming devices 122-124 are preferably
all positioned within a common envelope defined by the
machine housing 104, specifically the rectangular enve-
lope defined by the housing walls 105-107. The devices
122-124 are positioned within this envelope so that the
stock material travels through the external forming de-
vice 122 and around the internal forming devices 123
and 124 to form the strip of stock material.
[0043] The strip of stock material travels from the
forming assembly 120 to the feeding assembly 121 on
the tray 113. The preferred feeding assembly 121 per-
forms the dual function of pulling the stock material from
the stock supply assembly 102 through the forming as-
sembly 120 and connecting the overlapped edges of the
stock material in the strip to maintain the strip's three-
dimensional shape. In the illustrated embodiment, these
dual functions are carried out by a pair of rotating feed
members 126 and 127. Preferably, the rotating feed
members 126 and 127 are of the type disclosed in PCT
International Publication No. WO 96/40493 and cooper-
ate to form a row of tabs for interlocking the overlapped
portions of the stock material. (The invention disclosed
in this PCT publication is assigned to the assignee of
the present application).
[0044] The upper feed member 126 is rotatably
mounted on a spring-biased shaft 128 and the lower
feed member is fixedly mounted on a shaft 129 driven
by a feed motor 130. The lower shaft 129 is positioned
below the guide tray 113 and the upper region of the
lower feed member 127 projects through the tray's slot
116. Thus, the lateral pillow-like portions of the strip of
stock material travel over the tray 113 and under the
shaft 128. As was alluded to above, and as is explained
in more detail below, the strip of stock material is of a
different cross-sectional geometry than the cushioning
strips produced by earlier machines. Accordingly, the
non-lateral transverse (e.g., vertical) distance between
the tray 113 and the upper shaft 128 should be adequate

to accommodate the strip without crushing its pillow-like
portions. This may require, for example, using rotating
feed members with larger diameters so that the vertical
position of the upper shaft 128 may be elevated relative
to the tray 113.
[0045] The stock supply assembly 102 comprises two
laterally spaced U-shaped brackets 132 mounted to an
upstream end of the machine's housing 104. The bottom
legs of the brackets 132 have open slots 133 for receipt
of a supply rod which extends through the hollow core
of a roll of the stock material. The top legs of the brackets
132 cooperate to mount a separating device 134 and a
constant-entry roller 135 therebetween. The stock ma-
terial travels from the stock roll, over the constant-entry
roller 135 and through the separating device 134 to the
conversion assembly 101. The separating device 134
includes separator members that separate the individu-
al plies of the stock material. The constant-entry roller
135 maintains a constant point of entry for the stock ma-
terial into the conversion assembly 101 regardless of the
diameter of the stock roll due to, for example, depletion
of stock material therefrom. Further details of a separat-
ing device and/or a constant entry roller are set forth in
U.S. Patent No. 4,750,896. (This patent is assigned to
the assignee of the present invention).
[0046] The severing assembly 103 cuts the strip of
cushioning into sections or pads of a desired length as
the strip passes through the outlet 110. In the illustrated
embodiment, the severing assembly 103 comprises a
cutting device 140 which is powered by a cut motor 141.
The cutting device 140 is mounted to the downstream
side of the housing end wall 107 within the housing ex-
tension 111 and the motor 141 is mounted to the bottom
wall 105 of the machine's housing. Further details of a
suitable severing assembly (or cutting assembly) are set
forth in U.S. Patent No. 5,123,889 and/or U.S. Patent
No. 5,569,146. (These patents are assigned to the as-
signee of the present invention).
[0047] Turning now in detail to the forming assembly
120, as was indicated above, it includes the external
forming device 122, the internal forming device 123, and
another internal forming device 124. The external form-
ing device 122 and the internal forming device 123 are
shown in detail in Figures 3-5. A similar external forming
device (called a "chute") and a similar internal forming
device (called "a shaping member") are disclosed U.S.
Patent No. 5,607,383. (This patent is assigned to the
assignee of the present application).
[0048] The external forming device 122 has an inlet
148, an outlet 149, and surfaces 150-152 therebetween
which define a turning space 153. The surfaces 150-152
radially restrict the stock material as it travels through
the turning space 153 to form the strip of stock material
which emerges from the outlet 149. Preferably, the ex-
ternal forming device 122 is a chute and the surfaces
150-152 are substantially continuous walls extending
between the chute's inlet 148 and outlet 149. More par-
ticularly, the external forming device 122 is a converging
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chute whereby its inlet 148 is of a greater cross-section-
al area than its outlet 149 and its walls 150-152 taper
inwardly in the downstream direction. In this manner, the
external forming device 122 defines a pathway for the
stock material, this pathway having in traverse cross-
section a central laterally extending region bounded by
inwardly turning regions therearound and which come
together at least at the outlet 149 of the external forming
device 122.
[0049] The continuous walls 150-152 of the preferred
external forming device 122 include a top wall 150, a
bottom wall 151 and side walls 152. The bottom wall 151
is secured to the guide tray 113 via suitable fasteners to
mount the external forming device 122 to the machine's
housing 104. (Figure 1.) The walls 150-152 are prefer-
ably formed in one piece from a suitable material such
as, for example, plastic or fiber glass. The walls 150-152
are additionally or alternatively preferably transparent to
facilitate internal viewing as might be desirable when,
for example, threading the stock material through the
forming assembly 120.
[0050] The top wall 150 is of a generally flat trapezoi-
dal shape, the bottom wall 151 is of a generally flat rec-
tangular shape, and the side walls 152 are of a generally
arcuate shape. The upstream edges of the walls
150-152 define the inlet 148 which has a widened gen-
erally oval-shaped configuration. (See Figure 5). Pref-
erably, the upstream edges of the top wall 150 and the
side walls 152 are outwardly flared in a trumpet-like
fashion to facilitate the passage of the stock material
into the turning space 153 and/or to prevent any tears
in the stock material during this passage. The down-
stream edges of the walls 150-152 define the outlet 149
which has a generally semi-oval configuration, the half
oval being taken along the oval's major (as opposed to
minor) axis. (Figure 5.)
[0051] While the preferred external forming device
122 is a converging chute, other external forming devic-
es are possible with and contemplated by the present
invention. For example, a non-converging chute may be
a suitable external forming device in certain situations.
Alternatively, a turning space defined by a series of lon-
gitudinally separated hoops may also constitute an ex-
ternal forming device. Another option is an external
forming device in which flat walls and/or bars are used
to externally restrict the stock material. In fact, any struc-
ture or device which externally acts on the stock material
during the formation of a strip of stock material may be
considered an external forming device for the purposes
of the present invention. That being said, the term
"chute" will be used interchangeably with the term "ex-
ternal forming device" in the remaining description, only
because a chute is the preferred external forming de-
vice.
[0052] The internal forming device 123 includes an
upper leg portion 156, a lower leg portion 157 and a bight
portion 158. (Figures 3-5.) The portions 156-158 are
generally of the same width and joined together in a

pinched U-shape that generally corresponds in appear-
ance to a bobby pin. (Figures 3 and 4.) The upper leg
portion 156 and the lower leg portion 157 are generally
straight and converge towards one another. The bight
portion 158 is rounded (i.e., it has a semi-circular shape
when viewed from the side) and functions as a living
hinge between the leg portions 156 and 157. (Figures 3
and 4.) To this end, the forming device 123 is preferably
made of a material, such as plastic, which has sufficient
flexibility to allow the bight portion 158 to function as a
hinge.
[0053] In relation to the external forming device 122,
the upstream regions of the internal forming device 123
are positioned upstream of the chute's inlet 148, prefer-
ably by approximately one-half the overall length of the
device 123. (Figures 3 and 4.) Thus, the entire bight por-
tion 158 of the internal forming device 123 is positioned
entirely upstream of the chute's inlet 148. The radius of
the bight portion 158 is preferably approximately one-
half the height of the chute's inlet 148 as this dimension-
al relationship is believed to provide a smooth transition
for the stock material from the separating device 134
into the forming assembly 120.
[0054] The upper leg portion 156 (or more specifically
a downstream section thereof) is attached to the top wall
150 of the external forming device 122 along a laterally
center line thereof. (Figures 4 and 5.) The lower leg por-
tion 157 extends from the bight portion 158 into the turn-
ing space 153 of the external forming device 122. The
downstream end of the lower leg portion 157 is posi-
tioned at a point approximately coterminous with the
chute's outlet 149. (Figures 3 and 4.) The lower leg por-
tion 157 is preferably positioned parallel to the bottom
wall 151 of the external forming device 122. (Figures 4
and 5.) The relative inclination and/or spacing between
the lower leg portion 157 and the chute's bottom wall
151 may be varied with an adjustment member 159.
[0055] Thus, the internal forming device 123 is posi-
tioned at least partially within the turning space 153 of
the external forming device 122 and coacts therewith
during the inward turning of lateral regions of the stock
material to form the strip of stock material. Specifically,
the bottom surface of the lower leg portion 157 defines
a holding surface which holds the central region of the
stock material as its lateral regions are inwardly turned
in the turning space 153. More specifically, the lower leg
157 holds the central region of the stock material at a
predetermined distance from the chute's bottom wall
151 which is different than the distance that the stock
material would pass in the absence of the lower leg por-
tion 157.
[0056] While the preferred internal forming device 123
has the above-described pinched bobby-pin shape, oth-
er internal forming devices are possible with, and con-
templated by, the present invention. For example, the
forming assembly 120 could include the one of the in-
ternal forming devices disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos.
4,026,298; 4,085,662; 4,109,040, 4,237,776;
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4,717,613; 4,750,896; 4,884,999; 5,061,543; and
5,188,581. In fact, any internal forming device which the
stock material travels around as it passes through the
turning space of an external forming device may be ap-
propriate in certain situations. Moreover, a forming as-
sembly in which an external forming device does not
coact with an internal forming device to form a strip of
stock material may be possible with, and is contemplat-
ed by, the present invention.
[0057] The internal forming device 124 of the cush-
ioning conversion machine 100 is shown in detail in Fig-
ures 6 and 7. The internal forming device 124 comprises
a pair of interacting portions 164, a pair of supporting
portions 165, a pair of mounting portions 166, a brace
portion 167, and a bridge portion 168. The portions
165-168 coordinate to position the interacting portions
164 in the correct spatial location relative to the external
forming device 122. Specifically, the interacting portions
164 are positioned downstream of the chute's outlet
149, are symmetrically situated relative to the lateral
center of the turning space 153 and are longitudinally
aligned with the chute's inlet 148 and outlet 149 (in other
words, the strip of stock material does not have to turn
any corners as it travels between the chute's outlet 149
to the interacting portions 164). As is explained in more
detail below, the interacting portions 164 function to re-
shape the cross-sectional geometry of the strip after it
emerges from the outlet 149 of the external forming de-
vice 122.
[0058] In the internal forming device 124, the support-
ing portions 165 are generally straight rod-like members
and the interacting portions 164 comprise the down-
stream ends of these rod like members. (Figures 6 and
7.) The mounting portions 166 are also straight rod-like
members, each having a bottom end attached to an up-
stream end of the one of the supporting portions 165
and extending upwardly therefrom. (Figures 6 and 7.)
The top ends of the mounting portions 166 are pivotally
attached to an upstream portion of the machine's hous-
ing 104, such as a section of the rectangular border 108
located above the stock inlet 109. (Figures 1 and 2.)
Thus, the supporting portions 165 each longitudinally
extend from a position upstream of the chute's inlet 148,
through the turning space 153, to a position downstream
of the chute's outlet 149. The brace portion 167 is a bar-
like member which extends between a laterally aligned
intermediate section of the supporting portions 165 and
acts as a stabilizer for these portions.
[0059] The bridge portion 168 is a straight rod-like
member extending laterally between the supporting por-
tions 165 and its opposite ends are attached thereto by
couplings 169. (Figure 6.) The bridge portion 168 is
mounted to the machine's housing 104, and more par-
ticularly the cross-strap 117, via a suspension strap 170.
The lower end of the suspension strap 170 is attached
to the lateral center of the bridge portion 168 and the
strap 170 extends upwardly therefrom. (Figure 7.) The
upper end of the suspension strap 170 is attached to the

cross-strap 117, preferably in such a manner that the
suspension strap 170 is vertically adjustable relative to
the machine's housing 104. (Figure 2.) In this manner,
the supporting portions 165 are mounted to the machine
housing 104 upstream of the chute's inlet 148.
[0060] Preferably, the bridge couplings 169 allow at
least limited pivoting of the supporting portions 165,
whereby the interacting portions 164, may be selectively
adjusted. Specifically, the supporting portions 165
would be inwardly or outwardly pivoted to change the
lateral distance therebetween. (Figure 6, showing in
phantom the supporting portions 165 inwardly and out-
wardly pivoted.) In this manner, the interacting portions
164 are laterally adjustable relative to the chute's outlet
149.
[0061] The connecting portions 166 may be secured
to the machine housing 104 in such a manner that lim-
ited longitudinal movement is selectively possible. (For
example, the mounting region of the housing 104 could
include slots and/or a series of apertures.) If so, the lon-
gitudinal positioning of the supporting portions 165, and
thus the interacting portions 164, may be selectively ad-
justed. In this manner, the interacting portions 164 will
be longitudinally adjustable relative to the chute's outlet
149.
[0062] Turning now to Figures 8-10, the cushioning
conversion machine 100 is schematically shown in Fig-
ures 8 and 9, and the conversion of the stock material
as it passes through the machine 100 is schematically
shown in Figures 10A-10C.
[0063] As was explained above, the surfaces 150-152
of the external forming device 122 radially restrict the
stock material as it travels through the turning space 153
to cause inward turning of the lateral regions of the stock
material. (Figure 10A.) In the preferred and illustrated
cushioning conversion machine 100, the internal form-
ing device 123 coacts with the chute 122 to cause this
inward turning. In any case, the strip of stock material
emerges from the chute's outlet 149 having a certain
cross-sectional geometry. (Figure 10B.) Downstream of
the chute's outlet 149, the interacting portions 164 of the
internal forming device 124 internally re-shape the strip
so that it has a different cross-sectional geometry. (Fig-
ure 10C.) In the internal forming device 124, the inter-
acting portions 164 are shaped to increase the lateral
dimension of the cross-sectional geometry of the strip.
[0064] By way of comparison, in a cushioning conver-
sion machine without the internal forming device 124,
the surfaces 150-152 of the external forming device 122
would still radially restrict the stock material as it travels
through the turning space to cause inward turning of the
lateral regions of the stock material. (Figure 11A.) The
strip of stock material would emerge from the chute's
outlet 149 having a certain cross-sectional geometry.
(Figure 11B.) Downstream of the chute's outlet 149,
there would be no internal re-shaping of the strip of stock
material. (Figure 11C.)
[0065] Referring now to Figures 12-17, the cushioning
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conversion machine 100 may incorporate an extruding
device 190 and/or an extruding device 194. The extrud-
ing device 190 comprises a pair of extruding members
191 and a support structure 192 for supporting the ex-
truding members. (Figures 12 and 13.) The extruding
members 191 are longitudinally positioned downstream
of the chute's outlet 149 and are transversely . posi-
tioned to contact lateral sides of the strip of stock mate-
rial. Preferably, the support structure 192 allows for lat-
eral adjustment of the extruding members 191 whereby
extruder's external re-shaping the cross-sectional ge-
ometry of the strip of stock material may be selectively
varied. Exemplary forms of such an extruding device
(called "pad adjustment devices") are disclosed in detail
in International Application No. PCT/US98/04655. (This
application is assigned to the assignee of the present
application).
[0066] The extruding device 194 may be used in com-
bination with the extruding device 190 or, as shown, may
be used without the extruding device 190. (Figures 15
and 16.) In the illustrated embodiment, the extruding de-
vice 194 includes an extruding member 195 and a sup-
port structure 196 which supports the extruding member
195. The extruding member 195 is longitudinally posi-
tioned downstream of the chute's outlet 149 and trans-
versely positioned to contact the top side of the funneled
strip. Preferably, the support structure 196 allows for ad-
justment of the extruding member 195 towards and
away from the tray 113 whereby the extruder's external
re-shaping of the cross-sectional geometry of the strip
may be selectively varied. If the tray 113 or another bot-
tom surface is not present in the cushioning conversion
machine, another lower extruding member may be used
in conjunction with the upper extruding member 195.
[0067] In the cushioning conversion machine 100 in-
corporating the extruding device 190 or the extruding
device 194, the lateral regions of the stock material are
inwardly turned in the turning space 153 (Figures 14A
and 17A) and the funneled strip emerges from the
chute's outlet 149 (Figures 14B and 17B) in much the
same manner as discussed above. However, down-
stream of the chute's outlet 149, the extruding members
191 or 195 coact with the interacting portions 164 of the
internal forming device 124 externally re-shape the
cross-sectional geometry of the strip. (Figures 14C and
17C.) Specifically, the extruding device 190 and/or 194
externally extrudes the outer configuration of the strip
of stock material while the interacting portions 164 in-
ternally mold the inner configuration of the strip.

Cushioning Conversion Machine 200

[0068] Referring now to Figures 18-20, the cushioning
conversion machine 200, not forming part of the inven-
tion is schematically shown in Figures 18 and 19, and
the formation of the stock material as it passes through
the machine 200 is shown in Figures 20A-20C.
[0069] The machine 200 comprises a conversion as-

sembly 201 (including a forming assembly 220 and a
feeding assembly 221) which converts the stock mate-
rial into the three-dimensional strip of cushioning. Ex-
cept for its forming assembly 220, the machine 200 may
of the same construction as the cushioning conversion
machine 100. Additionally, the machine 200 may incor-
porate the extruding device 190 and/or the extruding de-
vice 194.
[0070] The forming assembly 220 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 222, an internal forming device
223 and another internal forming device 224 which are
preferably positioned within a common envelope de-
fined by the machine housing 204. The external forming
device 222 may be the same as the external forming
device 122 (e.g., a converging chute) having an inlet
248, an outlet 249, and surfaces 250-252 (e.g., walls)
therebetween which define a turning space 253. The in-
ternal forming device 223 may be the same as the in-
ternal forming device 123, having an upper leg portion
256, a lower leg portion 257 and a bight portion 258
joined together in a pinched U-shape that generally cor-
responds in appearance to a bobby pin.
[0071] The internal forming device 224 comprises a
pair of interacting portions 264, a pair of supporting por-
tions 265, a pair of connecting portions 266, a brace por-
tion 267 and a bridge portion 268. The portions 265-268
coordinate to correctly position the interacting portions
264 relative to the external forming device 222. Specif-
ically, the interacting portions 264 are positioned down-
stream of the chute's outlet 249, are symmetrically sit-
uated relative to the lateral center of the turning space
253, and are longitudinally aligned with the chute's inlet
248 and outlet 249.
[0072] The supporting portions 265, the connecting
portions 266, the brace portion 267 and the bridge por-
tion 268 are essentially the same as the portions
165-168 of the internal forming device 124. Accordingly,
the supporting portions 265 are coupled to the ma-
chine's housing 204 upstream of the chute's inlet 248
and extend through the turning space 253 defined by
the external forming device 222. Also, the supporting
portions 265 (and thus the interacting portions 264) are
longitudinally and/or laterally adjustable relative to the
chute's outlet 249 (and thus the turning space 253). As
was explained above in connection with the internal
forming device 124, longitudinal adjustment may be ac-
complished by mounting the connecting portions 266 to
the machine's housing 204 in such a manner that selec-
tive longitudinal movement is possible. In the internal
forming device 224, this longitudinal adjustment may be
additionally or alternatively accomplished by selectively
sliding the interacting portions 264 along the connecting
portions 266.
[0073] The interacting portions 264 comprise mandrel
portions attached to the downstream ends of the sup-
porting potions 265. The mandrel portions have a great-
er cross-sectional area than the supporting portions
265. Specifically, each of the mandrel portions 264 com-
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prises an upstream cone-shaped section 281, a cylin-
drical-shaped section 282 and downstream cone-
shaped section 283. In the illustrated device the mandrel
portions 264 and the supporting portions 265 are sepa-
rate members and the mandrel sections 281-283 have
a concentric core 284 through which the downstream
ends of the supporting portions 265 extends. However,
mandrel portions formed in one piece with supporting
portions are possible.
[0074] The upstream cone-shaped section 281 is the
longest mandrel section and has a circular cross-sec-
tional area which increases in the downstream direction.
The cylindrical-shaped section 282 is the shortest man-
drel section and has the same cross-sectional area as
the downstream end of the cone-shaped section 281.
The downstream cone-shaped section 283 is longitudi-
nally sized to simply provide a transition curve for the
stock material from the mandrel portion 264.
[0075] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 253 of the external forming device 222, its sur-
faces 250-252 radially restrict the stock material to
cause inward turning of the lateral regions of the stock
material. (Figure 20A.) In the illustrated cushioning con-
version machine 200, the internal forming device 223
coacts with the chute 222 to cause this inward turning.
In any event, the strip of stock material emerges from
the chute's outlet 249 having a certain cross-sectional
geometry. (Figure 20B.) Downstream of the chute's out-
let 249, the interacting mandrel portions 264 of the in-
ternal forming device 224 re-shape the cross-sectional
geometry of the strip of stock material. (Figure 20C.)
During the re-shaping of the strip of stock material S,
the upstream mandrel sections 281 play the dominate
reshaping role and the interacting portions 264 of the
internal forming device 224 are shaped to increase the
lateral dimension and the non-lateral transverse dimen-
sion of the cross-sectional geometry of the strip.

Cushioning Conversion Machine 300

[0076] Referring now to Figures 21-23, the cushioning
conversion machine 300, not forming part of the inven-
tion is schematically shown in Figures 21 and 22, and
the formation of the stock material as it passes through
the cushioning conversion machine 300 is schematical-
ly shown in Figures 23A-23C.
[0077] The machine 300 comprises a conversion as-
sembly 301 (including a forming assembly 320 and a
feeding assembly 321) which converts the stock mate-
rial into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. Except
for its forming assembly 320, the machine 300 may be
of the same construction as the cushioning conversion
machine 100. Additionally, the machine 300 may incor-
porate the previously described extruding device 190
and/or the extruding device 194.
[0078] The forming assembly 320 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 322, an internal forming device
323 and another internal forming device 324 which are

preferably positioned within a common envelope de-
fined by the machine housing 304 . The external forming
device 322 may be the same as the external forming
device 122 (e.g., a converging chute) having an inlet
348, an outlet 349, and surfaces 350-352 (e.g., walls)
therebetween which define a turning space 353. The in-
ternal forming device 323 may be the same as the in-
ternal forming device 123, having an upper leg portion
356, a lower leg portion 357 and a bight portion 358
joined together in a pinched U-shape that generally cor-
responds in appearance to a bobby pin. (Figures 21 and
22.)
[0079] The internal forming device 324 comprises a
pair of interacting portions 364 and a supporting portion
365. The supporting portion 365 is a laterally extending
rod-like member and the interacting portions 364 are
mounted on opposite ends thereof. Preferably, the sup-
porting portion 365 may be selectively extended (such
as by a telescoping arrangement) so that lateral adjust-
ment of the interacting portions 364 relative to the turn-
ing space 353 is possible.
[0080] The supporting portion 365 is mounted to the
machine housing 304 via a suspension strap 370. The
supporting portion 365 and the suspension strap 370 co-
ordinate to correctly position the interacting portions 364
relative to the external forming device 322. Specifically,
the interacting portions 364 are positioned downstream
of the chute's outlet 349, are symmetrically situated rel-
ative to the lateral center of the turning space 353, and
are longitudinally aligned with the chute's inlet 348 and
outlet 349. (Figures 21 and 22.)
[0081] As is best shown in Figure 23A, the suspension
strap 370 comprises sections 371-373 which are sized
and arranged to allow the strip of cushioning to travel
therearound. Particularly, the short first section 371 ex-
tends upwardly from the supporting portion 365, the
longer second section 372 extends almost horizontally
(but with a slight upward slant) inward from the upper
end of the first section 371, and the third vertical section
373 extends upwardly from the other end of the second
section 372.
[0082] The suspension strap 370, and more particu-
larly the upper end of the section 373, is attached to a
longitudinally extending mounting bracket 374. (Figures
21 and 22.) The mounting bracket 374 is supported in
a cantilever fashion from an upstream portion of the ma-
chine housing 304, such as the downstream end wall
307. Thus, the supporting portion 365 is mounted to the
machine housing 304 downstream of the chute's outlet
349. The mounting bracket 374 includes a longitudinal
slot 375 and the upper end of the suspension strap 370
(e.g., the top end of its vertical section 373) is threaded.
(Figure 21.) To mount the supporting portion 365 on the
machine housing 304, the threaded upper end of the
suspension strap 370 is inserted through the slot 375,
moved to the appropriate longitudinal position, and then
locked in place by locking members 376 (e.g., threaded
bolts). (Figure 22.) In this manner, the supporting portion
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365, and thus the interacting portions 364, are longitu-
dinally adjustable relative to the outlet 349 and/or the
turning space 535 of the external forming device 322.
[0083] The interacting portions 364 preferably com-
prise mandrel portions having a greater cross-sectional
area than the supporting portions 365. Specifically, each
of the mandrel portions 364 comprises an upstream
cone-shaped section 381, a cylindrical-shaped section
382 and downstream hemispherical-shaped section
383. The upstream cone-shaped section 381 is the long-
est mandrel section and has a circular cross-sectional
area which increases in the downstream direction.
When compared to the section 281 of the mandrel por-
tion 264 (Figure 18), the section 381 has a much more
pointed upstream end. The cylindrical-shaped section
382 is the shortest mandrel section and has the same
cross-sectional area as the downstream end of the
cone-shaped section 381. The downstream hemispher-
ical-shaped section 383 is sized to simply provide a tran-
sition curve for the stock material from the mandrel
member 364.
[0084] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 353 of the external forming device 322, the
surfaces 350-352 radially restrict the stock material to
cause inward turning of its lateral regions. (Figure 23A.)
In the preferred and illustrated cushioning conversion
machine 300, the internal forming device 323 coacts
with the chute 322 to cause this inward turning. In any
event, the strip of stock material emerges from the
chute's outlet 349 having a certain cross-sectional ge-
ometry. (Figure 23B.) Downstream of the chute's outlet
349, the interacting mandrel portions 364 of the internal
forming device 324 internally re-shape the cross-sec-
tional geometry of the strip of stock material. (Figure
23C.) During this re-shaping, the upstream mandrel
sections 381 play the dominate reshaping role and the
interacting portions 364 of the internal forming device
324 are shaped to increase the lateral dimension and
the non-lateral transverse dimension of the cross-sec-
tional geometry of the strip of stock material.

Cushioning Conversion Machine 400

[0085] Referring now to Figures 24-26, the cushioning
conversion machine 400, not forming part of the inven-
tion is schematically shown in Figures 24 and 26, and
the conversion of the stock material as it passes through
the machine is shown in Figures 26A and 26B.
[0086] The machine 400 comprises a conversion as-
sembly 401 (including a forming assembly 420 and a
feeding assembly 421) which converts the stock mate-
rial into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. Except
for its forming assembly 420, the machine 400 may be
the same as the cushioning conversion machine 100.
Additionally, the machine 400 may incorporate an ex-
truding device, such as the extruding device 590 intro-
duced below in connection with the cushioning conver-
sion machine 500.

[0087] The forming assembly 420 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 422, an internal forming device
423 and another internal forming device 424 which are
preferably positioned within a common envelope de-
fined by the machine housing 404. The devices 422-424
are positioned so that the stock material travels through
the external forming device 422 and around the internal
forming devices 423 and 424. The external forming de-
vice 422 may be the same as the external forming de-
vice 122 (e.g., a converging chute) having an inlet 448,
an outlet 449, and surfaces 450-452 (i.e., walls) there-
between which define a turning space 453. The internal
forming device 423 may be the same as the internal
forming device 123, having an upper leg portion 456, a
lower leg portion 457 and a bight portion 458 joined to-
gether in a pinched U-shape that generally corresponds
in appearance to a bobby pin.
[0088] The internal forming device 424 comprises a
pair of mandrel portions 464, a pair of supporting por-
tions 465, a pair of connecting portions 466, a brace por-
tion 467, and a bridge portion 468. The portions 465-468
may be the same construction as the corresponding por-
tions 165-168 in the internal forming device 124. Also,
the bridge portion 468 is preferably attached to the sup-
porting portions 465 with adjustable couplings 469 and
mounted to the machine's housing 404 via a suspension
strap 470. In this manner, the supporting portions 465
are mounted to the machine housing 404 upstream of
the chute's inlet 448 and extend longitudinally through
the turning space 453. Further, the mandrel portions 464
are laterally adjustable relative to each other and are
longitudinally adjustable relative to the chute's outlet
449.
[0089] The mandrel portions 464 are similar to the
mandrel portions 264 of the internal forming device 224.
Specifically, the mandrel portions 464 are attached to
the downstream ends of the supporting portions 465 and
have a greater cross-sectional area than the supporting
portions 465. Also, each of the mandrel portions 464
comprises an upstream cone-shaped section 481, a cy-
lindrical-shaped section 482 and downstream cone-
shaped section 483, similar to the mandrel sections
281-283, and a concentric core 484 through which the
downstream ends of the supporting portions 465 ex-
tend. Again, mandrel portions formed in one piece with
the supporting portions are possible.
[0090] However, if the illustrated construction is used,
the mandrel portions 464 may be selectively shifted on
the supporting portions 466 to longitudinally adjust their
position in the same manner as the mandrel portions
264 of the internal forming device 124.
[0091] As in the internal forming device 224, the sup-
porting portions 465 correctly position the mandrel por-
tions 464 relative to the external forming device 422.
Specifically, the interacting portions 464 are symmetri-
cally situated relative to the lateral center of the turning
space 453, and are longitudinally aligned with the
chute's inlet 448 and outlet 449. However, in contrast to
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the internal forming device 224, the mandrel portions
464 are not positioned downstream of the chute's outlet
449. Instead, the mandrel potions 464 are positioned
within the turning space 453, preferably adjacent to the
outlet 449 of the external forming device 422.
[0092] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 453 of the external forming device 422, the
surfaces 450-452 radially restrict the stock material and
the portions 464-466 of the internal forming device 424
define a turning perimeter around which the lateral re-
gions of the stock material are inwardly turned. (Figures
26A and 26B.) Particularly, the supporting portions 465
are co-planar portions sloped slightly in the downstream
direction. (Figure 25.) The mandrel portions 464 project
beyond the coplanar portion in both the lateral and non-
lateral transverse directions. (Figures 24 and 25.) In this
manner, the mandrel portions 464 internally shape the
strip of stock material prior to it emerging from the
chute's outlet 449. (Figures 26A and 26B.) During this
pre-outlet shaping, the upstream mandrel sections 481
play the dominate and the mandrel portions 464 of the
internal forming device 424 are shaped to increase the
lateral dimension and the non-lateral transverse dimen-
sion of the cross-sectional geometry of the strip of stock
material.

Cushioning Conversion Machine 500

[0093] Referring now to Figures 27-29, the cushioning
conversion machine 500, not forming part of the inven-
tion is schematically shown in Figures 27 and 28, and
the conversion of the stock material as it passes through
the machine 500 is shown schematically in Figures 29A-
29C.
[0094] The machine 500 comprises a conversion as-
sembly 501 (including a forming assembly 520 and a
feeding assembly 521) which converts the stock mate-
rial into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. Except
for its forming assembly 520, the machine 500 may be
of the same construction as the cushioning conversion
machine 100.
[0095] The forming assembly 520 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 522, an internal forming device
523 and another internal forming device 524 which are
preferably positioned within a common envelope de-
fined by the machine housing 504 . The devices
522-524 are positioned so that the stock material travels
through the external forming device 522 and around the
internal forming devices 523 and 524 as it travels
through the forming assembly 520. The external forming
device 522 may be the same as the external forming
device 122 (e.g., a converging chute) having an inlet
548, an outlet 549, and surfaces 550-552 (i.e., walls)
therebetween which define a turning space 553. The in-
ternal forming device 523 may be the same as the in-
ternal forming device 123, having an upper leg portion
556, a lower leg portion 557 and a bight portion 558
joined together in a pinched U-shape that generally cor-

responds in appearance to a bobby pin.
[0096] The internal forming device 524 comprises a
pair of mandrel portions 564, a pair of supporting por-
tions 565, a pair of connecting portions 566, and a bridge
portion 567. The supporting portions 565 are generally
straight rod-like members which extend through the
turning space 553 of the chute 522 longitudinally at an
angle approximately equal to the converging angle of
the chute's side walls 552 (Figure 27) and transversely
at an angle equal to the sloped angle of the chute's bot-
tom wall 551 (Figure 28). The connecting portions 566
are also rod-like members which extend inwardly and
upwardly from the downstream ends of the supporting
portions 565. (Figures 27 and 28.) The bridge portion
567 is attached to an upstream portion of the machine's
housing 504 and the upstream ends of the connecting
portions 566 are attached thereto. (Figure 28.) Thus, the
supporting portions 565 extend from a position up-
stream of the chute's inlet 548 and longitudinally through
the turning space 553.
[0097] In contrast to the generally cone-shaped ge-
ometry of the mandrel portions 464 of the internal form-
ing device 424, the mandrel portions 564 are cylindrical
in shape. The preferred mandrel portions 564 each in-
clude a single cylindrical section 581 having chaffered
edges giving it a barrel-like shape. Each mandrel portion
564 has a central core 584 through which the supporting
portions 565 extend. However, cylindrical or otherwise
shaped mandrel portions formed in one piece with sup-
porting portions are possible. That being said, the illus-
trated construction allows the mandrel portions 564 to
be selectively slid along the supporting portions 565
thereby providing longitudinal adjustment of the man-
drel portions 564 relative to the turning space 553.
[0098] As in the internal forming device 424, the sup-
porting portions 565 correctly position the mandrel por-
tions 564 relative to the external forming device 522.
Specifically, the interacting portions 564 are symmetri-
cally situated relative to the lateral center of the turning
space 553, and are longitudinally aligned with the
chute's inlet 548 and outlet 549. The mandrel portions
564, like the mandrel portions 464, are positioned within
the turning space 453. However, instead of being adja-
cent to the chute's outlet 549, the mandrel portions 564
are positioned approximately intermediate between the
chute's inlet 548 and its outlet 549.
[0099] Also in contrast to the internal forming device
424, the supporting portions 465 extend beyond the out-
let 549 of the external forming device 522. In the illus-
trated machine 500, the downstream ends of the sup-
porting portions 465 are not intended to interact with the
strip of stock material. However, with appropriate posi-
tioning, the downstream ends of the supporting portions
465 could be used as post-outlet interacting portions, in
the same manner as the downstream ends of the sup-
porting portions 165 in the cushioning conversion ma-
chine 100.
[0100] The cushioning conversion machine 500 may
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also incorporate an extruding device 590. The extruding
device 590 comprises a pair of extruding members 591
and support structure 592 for supporting the extruding
members 591. The extruding members 591 are posi-
tioned downstream of the chute's outlet 549 and are po-
sitioned to contact lateral sides of the strip of stock ma-
terial. In the illustrated embodiment, the extruding mem-
bers 591 are guide cylinders and the support structure
592 comprises a pair of vertical shafts inserted through
an axially extending core of the guide members. The
cores are eccentrically (i.e., non centrally located) on
each of the guide members 591 to allow selective ad-
justment of the spacing or distance between the guide
members 591. An exemplary form of this and other
types of extruding devices (called "pad adjustment de-
vices") are disclosed in detail in International Application
No. PCT US98/04655. (This application is assigned to
the assignee of the present application).
[0101] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 553 of the external forming device 522, its sur-
faces 550-553 radially restrict the stock material to
cause inward turning of its lateral regions. During this
inward turning, the bottom surface of the lower leg por-
tion 557 of the internal forming device 523 forms a hold-
ing surface which holds the central region of the stock
material. Also, the portions 564-565 of the internal form-
ing device 524 define a turning perimeter around which
the lateral regions of the stock material are inwardly
turned. (Figures 29A-29C.) Particularly, the supporting
portions 565 are co-planar portions sloped slightly in the
downstream direction. (Figure 28.) The mandrel por-
tions 564 project beyond the coplanar portions 565 in
both the lateral and non-lateral transverse directions.
(Figures 27 and 28.) In this manner, the mandrel por-
tions 564 internally shape the strip of stock material prior
to it emerging from the chute's outlet 549. (Figures 29B
and 29C.) During this pre-outlet shaping, the mandrel
portions 564 of the internal forming device 524 are
shaped to increase the lateral dimension and the non-
lateral transverse dimension of the cross-sectional ge-
ometry of the strip of stock material. After the strip of
stock material emerges from the chute's outlet 549, the
extruding device 590 externally reshapes its cross-sec-
tional geometry. (Figure 29C.)

Cushioning Conversion Machine 600

[0102] Referring now to Figures 30-32, the cushioning
conversion machine 600, not forming part of the inven-
tion is schematically shown in Figures 30 and 31, and
the conversion of the stock material as it passes through
the cushioning conversion machine 600 is shown in Fig-
ure 32.
[0103] The machine 600 comprises a conversion as-
sembly 601 (including a forming assembly 620 and a
feeding assembly 621) which converts the stock mate-
rial into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. Except
for its forming assembly 620, the machine 600 may be

the same as the cushioning conversion machine 100.
[0104] The forming assembly 620 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 622 and an internal forming device
624 which are preferably positioned within a common
envelope defined by the machine housing 604. These
devices are positioned so that the stock material passes
through the external forming device 622 and around the
internal forming device 624 as its passes through the
forming assembly 620. The external forming device 622
may be the same as the external forming device 122 (e.
g., a converging chute) having an inlet 648, an outlet
649, and surfaces 650-652 (i.e., walls) therebetween
which define a turning space 653.
[0105] The illustrated internal forming device 624 was
constructed by retrofitting (or more accurately adding
onto) the internal forming device 123 of the cushioning
conversion machine 100. The internal forming device
624 has an upper leg portion 656, a lower leg portion
657 and a bight portion 658 joined together in a pinched
U or bobby pin shape. The internal forming device 624
may include an adjustment member for varying the rel-
ative inclination and/or spacing between the lower leg
portion 657 and the chute's bottom wall 651. Additionally
or alternatively, the internal forming device 624 may be
mounted to the machine housing 604 in much the same
manner as the internal forming device 123, specifically
with a suspension strap and a mounting bracket. (The
suspension strap, the mounting bracket, and the adjust-
ment member are not shown in the drawings, however,
they may be the same as the analogous components
159-161 in the internal forming device 123.)
[0106] The internal forming device 624 additionally
comprises an interacting portion 664 attached to the
downstream end of the lower leg portion 657. The por-
tions 656-658 of the forming device 624 may be viewed
as supporting portions which correctly position the inter-
acting portion 664 relative to the external forming device
622. Specifically, the interacting portion 664 is posi-
tioned so that at least its downstream regions are posi-
tioned downstream of the chute's outlet 649, are sym-
metrically situated relative to the lateral center of the
turning space 653, and are longitudinally aligned with
the chute's inlet 648 and outlet 649. As is explained in
more detail below, the interacting portion 664 function
to re-shape the cross-sectional geometry of the strip af-
ter it emerges from the outlet 649 of the external forming
device 622.
[0107] The Interacting portion 664 is preferably a
mandrel portion including a section 685 positioned sub-
stantially in the lateral plane. The mandrel section 685
has a generally trapezoidal shape increasing in width in
the downstream direction and projects laterally outward
from the downstream end of the lower leg portion 657.
In this manner, the interacting portion 664 is positioned
to internally interact with lateral portions of the strip of
stock material and is shaped to increase the lateral di-
mension of the cross-sectional geometry of the strip.
[0108] The mandrel portion 664 preferably also in-
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cludes wing sections 686 which are symmetrically posi-
tioned relative to the turning space 653. (Figure 30.) The
wing sections 686 perpendicularly project from the pla-
nar section 685 and each has a generally triangular-
shaped geometry sloping away from section 685 in the
downstream direction. (Figure 31.) The wing sections
686 may project above and/or below the planar section
685. In the illustrated device the wing sections 686
project above and below the planar section 685 whereby
the lower wing regions project beyond a plane extending
from the downstream edge of the holding surface to the
upstream end of the holding surface.
[0109] Alternatively, the wing sections 686 could be
of the same shape as the wing sections 786 of the cush-
ioning conversion machine 700, as described below. In
either case, the wing sections 686 result in the interact-
ing or mandrel portion 664 also being shaped to in-
crease the non-lateral transverse dimension of the
cross-sectional geometry of the strip of stock material.
[0110] The mandrel section 685 preferably includes
longitudinal slots 687 for its attachment to the down-
stream end of the lower leg portion 657 via attachment
members 688. Particularly, the attachment members
688 (i.e., threaded nut and bolts) are inserted through
the openings and the slots 687 and then locked in place.
By longitudinally shifting the attachment members 688
along the slots 687, the longitudinal positioning of the
mandrel portion 664 relative the lower leg portion 657
may be adjusted. In other words, the interacting or man-
drel portion 664 is longitudinally adjustable relative to
the chute's outlet 649.
[0111] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 653 of the external forming device 622, the
surfaces 650-652 radially restrict the stock material to
cause inward turning of its lateral regions. (Figure 32A.)
In the cushioning conversion machine 600, at least
some of the portions 656-658 of the internal forming de-
vice 624 coact with the chute 622 to cause this inward
turning. In any event, the strip of stock material emerges
from the chute's outlet 649 having a certain cross-sec-
tional geometry. (Figure 32B.) Downstream of the
chute's outlet 649, the interacting or mandrel portion 664
of the internal forming device 624 internally re-shape the
cross-sectional geometry of the strip of stock material.
(Figure 32C.) During this re-shaping, the mandrel sec-
tion 685 increases the lateral dimension and the wing
sections 686 increase the non-lateral transverse dimen-
sion of the cross-sectional geometry of the strip. Thus,
the mandrel section 685 and the wing sections 686 are
accordingly shaped to effect this increase and posi-
tioned to interact with the lateral portions of the strip.

Cushioning Conversion Machine 700

[0112] Referring now to Figures 33-35, the cushioning
conversion machine 700, not forming part of the inven-
tion, is schematically shown in Figures 33 and 34, and
the conversion of the stock material as it passes through

the cushioning conversion machine 700 is shown in Fig-
ures 35A-35C. The machine 700 comprises a conver-
sion assembly 701 (including a forming assembly 720
and a feeding assembly 721) which converts the stock
material into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. Ex-
cept for its forming assembly 720, the machine 700 may
be the same as the cushioning conversion machine 100.
[0113] The forming assembly 720 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 722 and an internal forming device
724 which are preferably positioned within a common
envelope defined by the machine housing 704. These
devices are positioned so that the stock material passes
through the external forming device 722 and around the
internal forming device 724 as its passes through the
forming assembly 720. The external forming device 722
may the same as the external forming device 122 (e.g.,
a converging chute) having an inlet 748, an outlet 749,
and surfaces 750-752 (i.e., walls) therebetween which
define a turning space 753.
[0114] The illustrated internal forming device 724 was
constructed in the same manner as the internal forming
device 624 discussed above. Specifically, the device
724 was constructed by retrofitting (or more accurately
adding onto) the internal forming device 123 of the cush-
ioning conversion machine 100. The internal forming
device 724 has an upper leg portion 756, a lower leg
portion 757 and a bight portion 758 joined together in a
pinched U or bobby pin shape. The internal forming de-
vice 724 may include an adjustment member 759 for
varying the relative inclination and/or spacing between
the lower leg portion 757 and the chute's bottom wall
751. Additionally or alternatively, the internal forming de-
vice 724 may be mounted to the machine housing 704
in much the same manner as the internal forming device
123, specifically with a suspension strap and a mounting
bracket. (Again, the adjustment member, the suspen-
sion strap, and the bracket are not shown in the draw-
ings but may be the same as the analogous components
159-161 in the internal forming device 123.)
[0115] Like the internal forming device 624, the inter-
nal forming device 724 additionally comprises a mandrel
portion 764 attached to the downstream end of the lower
leg portion 757. Also like the internal forming device 624,
the portions 756-758 of the forming device 724 may be
viewed as supporting portions which correctly position
the mandrel portion 764 relative to the external forming
device 722. Specifically, the interacting portion 764 is
situated relative to the lateral center of the turning space
753, and is longitudinally aligned with the chute's inlet
748 and outlet 749. However, in contrast to the internal
forming device 624, in the internal forming device 724,
the mandrel or interacting portion 764 is positioned at
least partially upstream of the chute's outlet 749. As is
explained in more detail below, the mandrel portion 764
internally shapes the cross-sectional geometry of the
strip just before it emerges from the outlet 749 of the
external forming device 722.
[0116] The interacting portion 764 is preferably a
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mandrel portion including a section 785 positioned sub-
stantially in the lateral plane. The mandrel section 785
has a generally trapezoidal shape increasing in width in
the downstream direction and projects laterally outward
from the downstream end of the lower leg portion 757.
The lower surface of the mandrel section 785 forms a
co-planar extension of the holding surface which holds
the central region of the stock material as it travels
through the turning space 653.
[0117] The mandrel portion 764 preferably also in-
cludes wing sections 786 which project from the planar
section 785 and are symmetrically positioned relative to
the longitudinal center line of the turning space 753.
(Figure 33.) In the illustrated device the wing sections
786 are formed from lateral side edges of the planar sec-
tion 785 being curved upwardly (and then inwardly) in a
cupping fashion. Alternatively, the wing sections 786
could be of the same shape as the wing sections 686 of
the cushioning conversion machine 600, described
above.
[0118] The mandrel section 785 preferably includes
longitudinal slots 787 for its attachment to the down-
stream end of the lower leg portion 757 via attachment
members 788. As with the internal forming device 624,
the slots 787 allow the mandrel portion 764 to be longi-
tudinally adjustable relative to the chute's outlet 749.
[0119] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 753 of the external forming device 722, the
surfaces 750-752 radially restrict the stock material to
cause inward turning of its lateral regions. (Figure 35A.)
During this inward turning, the coplanar bottom surfaces
of the lower leg portion 757 and the mandrel portion 764
hold central regions of the stock material. The trapezoi-
dal section 785 projects laterally outward from the down-
stream end of the leg portion 757 and the wing sections
786 project beyond the plane of the holding surface.
(Figures 35B and 35C.) In this manner, the mandrel por-
tion 764 internally shapes the strip of stock material prior
to it emerging from the chute's outlet 749.

Cushioning Conversion Machine 800

[0120] Referring now to Figures 36-41, the cushioning
conversion machine 800, not forming part of the inven-
tion, is schematically shown in Figures 36 and 37 and
the conversion of the stock material as it passes through
the machine 800 is shown in Figures 38A-38C.
[0121] The machine 800 comprises a conversion as-
sembly 801 (including a forming assembly 820 and a
feeding assembly 821) which converts the stock mate-
rial into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. Instead
of the separating device 134 and the constant-entry roll-
er 135, the machine 800 preferably includes the "bull's
eye" arrangement of separator members and the con-
stant-entry device disclosed in U.S. Provisional Patent
Application No. 60/085,721 , filed on May 15, 1998. Oth-
erwise, except for the forming assembly 820, the ma-
chine 800 may be of the same construction as the cush-

ioning conversion machine 100.
[0122] The forming assembly 820 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 822 and an internal forming device
824 which are preferably positioned within a common
envelope defined by the machine housing 804. These
devices are positioned so that the stock material passes
through the external forming device 822 and around the
internal forming device 824 as its passes through the
forming assembly 820. The external forming device 822
may be the same as the external forming device 122 (e.
g., a converging chute) having an inlet 848, an outlet
849, and surfaces 850-852 (i.e., walls) therebetween
which define a turning space 853.
[0123] The internal forming device 824 is shown in
Figures 39, 40 and 41. In the illustrated device the in-
ternal forming device 824 is made by retrofitting the in-
ternal forming device (called "a three-dimensional form-
ing frame") shown in U.S. Patent No. 4,750,896. The
internal forming device 824 has a body 856 and ribs 857,
858 and 859 which are made of a bar-like material, such
as metal rod. The body 856 is V-shaped when viewed
from the top and is positioned in a common plane which
is tilted in the downstream direction. (Figures 37 and
40.) The ribs 857-859 extend substantially perpendicu-
larly down from the body 856 and are generally U-
shaped when viewed from the downstream end. (Fig-
ures 40 and 41.) The internal forming device 824 may
further comprise mounting rods 860 for mounting the de-
vice to the machine housing 804. (Figure 41.)
[0124] The internal forming device 824 further com-
prises mandrel portions 864 which are attached to the
body 856. (Figures 40 and 41.) More specifically, the
body 856 comprises a pair of converging leg portions
865 joined together at their downstream ends by a nose
portion 866 and the mandrel portions 864 are attached
to a top region of the leg portions 865. (Figures 39 and
40.) The leg portions 865 are of approximately the same
construction and length as the corresponding leg por-
tions of the pre-retrofitted device.
[0125] The nose portion 866 is approximately 5.1cm
(two inches) wider than the corresponding nose portion
in the pre-retrofitted device. In the illustrated retrofitted
device the increase in width of the nose portion 866 is
accomplished by a two inch extension piece centrally
inserted therein. (Figure 39.) For example, the nose por-
tion of the pre-retrofitted device could be centrally cut
and then the extension piece sandwiched between the
cuts and secured in place by welding. However, if the
internal forming device 824 is not being made as a ret-
rofit, this increase in width could be accomplished during
the initial manufacturing process. In any event, the nose
portion 866 has a more flattened U-shape as opposed
to the rounded corner shape of the pre-retrofitted nose
portion and thus the nose portion 866 includes a lateral
transverse component.
[0126] Whatever the shape of the nose portion 866,
the body's leg portions 865 are mandrel-supporting por-
tions which extend through the turning space 853 and
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position the mandrel portions 864 symmetrically relative
to the turning space 853. (Figures 36 and 37.) The leg
portions 865 are positioned within a common plane and
the mandrel portions 864 project beyond these co-pla-
nar portions in the upward (non-lateral transverse) di-
rection. (Figures 37, 40 and 41.)
[0127] The mandrel portions 864 are preferably made
of the same bar-like material as the rest of the internal
forming device 824. Each mandrel portion 864 is gen-
erally L-shaped having a long section 881 and a shorter
section 882 extending from one end thereof. (Figures
40 and 41.) The corner between the sections 881 and
882 preferably forms a slightly less than perpendicular
(i.e., 75° to 80°) angle. (Figure 40.) Preferably, the distal
end of the long section 881 has a contoured edge to lay
substantially flush against the top surface of the leg por-
tion 865. (Figure 39.) The distal end of the shorter sec-
tion 882 is attached to the leg portion 865 just upstream
of the nose portion 866. (Figure 40.) In this manner, the
mandrel portions 864 are positioned just adjacent the
outlet 849 of the external forming device 822. (Figures
36, 37.)
[0128] The upstream rib 857 comprises a pair of side
leg portions 885 connected together by a bottom leg por-
tion 886. (Figure 41.) The upper ends of each of the side
leg portions 885 are connected, via a rounded corner,
to the upstream end of the respective leg portions 865
of the V-shaped body 856. (Figures 39 and 40.) The
downstream rib 858 likewise comprises a pair of side
leg portions 887 connected together by a bottom leg por-
tion 888. (Figure 41.) The upper ends of each of the side
leg portions 887 are connected to aligned sections of
the leg portions 865 of the V-shaped body 856, these
sections being located between its upstream and down-
stream ends. (Figures 39 and 41.)
[0129] The side leg portions 885 and 887 are of ap-
proximately the same height as the corresponding side
leg portions of the pre-retrofitted device. The bottom leg
portions 886 and 888 are approximately two inches wid-
er than the corresponding leg portions in the pre-retro-
fitted device. As with the nose portion 866, the increase
in width of the ribs' bottom leg portions 886 and 888 is
accomplished by a 5,1cm (two inch) extension piece
centrally inserted therein. However, if the internal form-
ing device 824 was not being made as a retrofit, the
width of the leg portions 886 and 888 could be adjusted
during the initial manufacturing process. Specifically,
the body 856 and the upstream rib 857 could be formed
from a continuous piece of rod-like material while the
downstream rib 858 could be formed from a separate
piece and welded to the body 856.
[0130] The rib 859 comprises a pair of side leg por-
tions 889 connected together by a bottom leg portion
890. (Figures 40 and 41.) The upper ends of each of the
side leg portions 889 are connected to aligned sections
of the leg portions 865 of the V-shaped body 856, at the
same point as the side leg portions 887 of the rib 858.
(Figures 39 and 40.) It may be noted that while the side

leg portions 887 of the rib 858 slant inwardly to meet the
bottom leg portion 888, the side leg portions 889 of the
rib 859 extend generally perpendicularly from the plane
of the body 856. (Figure 41.) Thus, the rib 859 extends
transversely beyond the rib 858 in both the lateral and
non-lateral direction and the rib 859 "overshadows" or
"supercedes" the rib 858. As such, the rib 858 does not
contact the stock material during the forming process
whereby, if the internal forming device 824 was not be-
ing made as a retrofit, the rib 858 could be eliminated.
[0131] In the internal forming device 824, the bottom
leg portion 886 of the upstream rib 857, the bottom leg
portion 888 of the downstream rib 858, and nose portion
866 of the body are situated in the same plane in a tri-
angular configuration. (Figure 40.) Particularly, when a
line is drawn, one of the ends of the bottom leg portion
886 of the upstream rib 857 to the vertex of the nose
portion 866, it passes through the corresponding end of
the bottom leg portion 888 of the downstream rib 858.
When a line is drawn from the other end of the bottom
leg portion 886 of the upstream rib 857 to the vertex of
the nose portion 866, it passes through the other end of
the bottom leg portion 888 of the downstream rib 858.
Likewise, when a line is drawn from a central point of
the bottom leg portion 886 to the vertex of the nose por-
tion 866, it passes through a central point of the bottom
leg portion 888 of the downstream rib 858. However, the
bottom leg portion 890 of the rib 859 extends below this
line whereby this portion 890 forms a projection which
projects beyond a plane extending from the upstream
edge of the surface (the bottom leg portion 886) to the
downstream edge of the surface (the nose portion 866).
[0132] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 853 of the external forming device 822, the
surfaces 850-852 radially restrict the stock material to
cause inward turning of its lateral regions. (Figure 38A.)
During this inward turning, the side leg portions 865 and
the mandrel portions 864 define a turning perimeter
around which the lateral regions of the stock material
are inwardly turned. Also, the bottom leg portion 886 of
the rib 857, the bottom leg portion 890 of the superced-
ing rib 859 and the nose portion 866 of the body 856
form a 'holding surface" which holds the central regions
of the stock material as its lateral regions are inwardly
turned. (Figure 37.) The increased travel path of the cen-
tral regions of the stock material around the superceding
rib 859 results in less stock material being inwardly
turned to form the central region of portion of the strip.
(Figure 38B.) The mandrel portions 864 project beyond
the coplanar portions 866 of the turning perimeter to in-
ternally shape the strip of stock material prior to it emerg-
ing from the chute's outlet 849. (Figures 38C.) During
this pre-outlet shaping, the mandrel portions 864 of the
internal forming device 824 are shaped to increase the
non-lateral transverse dimension (i.e., loft) of the cross-
sectional geometry of the strip of stock material.
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Cushioning Conversion Machine 900

[0133] Referring now to Figures 42-44, a cushioning
conversion machine 900, not forming part of the inven-
tion is shown schematically in Figures 42 and 43 and
the conversion of the stock material is shown schemat-
ically in Figures 44A-44C.
[0134] The machine 900 comprises a conversion as-
sembly 901 (including a forming assembly 920 and a
feeding assembly 921) which converts the stock mate-
rial into a three-dimensional strip of cushioning. The ro-
tating members 926 and 927 of the feeding assembly
921 are preferably of the type disclosed in PCT Interna-
tional Publication No. WO 96/40493 and have meshing
projections which cooperate to form a row of tabs for
interlocking the overlapped portions of the stock mate-
rial. (The invention disclosed in this PCT publication is
assigned to the assignee of the present application).
However, while the rotating members disclosed in this
PCT publication have eleven projections, the rotating
members 926 and 927 of the feeding assembly 921
have a lesser number of projections, such as nine or ten
projections. Otherwise, except for forming assembly
920, the machine 900 may be of the same construction
as the cushioning conversion machine 100.
[0135] The forming assembly 920 comprises an ex-
ternal forming device 922 and an internal forming device
924 which are preferably positioned within a common
envelope defined by the machine housing 904. These
devices are positioned so that the stock material passes
through the external forming device 922 and around the
internal forming device 924 as its passes through the
forming assembly 920. The external forming device 922
may be the same as the external forming device 422 (e.
g., a converging chute) having an inlet 948, an outlet
949, and surfaces 950-952 (i.e., walls) therebetween
which define a turning space 953. (Figures 42 and 43.)
[0136] The internal forming device 924 is made by ret-
rofitting the internal forming device (called "a three-di-
mensional forming frame") shown in U.S. Patent No.
4,750,896. (This patent is assigned to the assignee of
the present invention).
[0137] The internal forming device 924 has a body
956 and ribs 957, 958 and 959 which are made of a bar-
like material, such as metal rod. The ribs 957-959 ex-
tend substantially perpendicularly down from the body
956 and are generally U-shaped when from viewed from
the downstream end. The internal forming device 924
may further comprise mounting rods 960 for mounting
the device to the machine housing 904 and more par-
ticularly to a suspension strap 961 cantilevered from an
upstream section of the machine's housing 904. (Fig-
ures 45-47.)
[0138] The "pre-retrofitted" internal forming device (i.
e., the forming frame disclosed in U.S. Patent No.
4,750,896) includes the upstream rib 957 and the inter-
mediate rib 958, but does not include the downstream
rib 959. Instead, the downstream rib 959 replaces a

"nose portion" of the body 956 that was co-planar with
the other portions of the body 956, namely converging
leg portions 965 introduced below. (Figure 42.) As such,
the body 956 is generally V-shaped when from viewed
from the top, or more particularly shaped like a V with a
cut-off vertex in view of the downstream rib 959. 8.) The
body 956 is positioned in a common plane which is tilted
in the downstream direction relative to the chute 922.
(Figure 43.)
[0139] The internal forming device 924 further com-
prises mandrel portions 964 which are attached to the
body 956. More specifically, the body 956 comprises a
pair of converging leg portions 965 to which the mandrel
portions 964 are attached. The upstream ends of the leg
portions 965 are attached to the upstream rib 957 and
the downstream ends of the leg portions are attached
to the downstream rib 959. The leg portions 965 may be
of approximately the same construction as the corre-
sponding leg portions of the pre-retrofitted device.
[0140] In any event, the converging leg portions 965
are mandrel-supporting portions which extend through
the turning space 953. The mandrel portions 964 are
attached to the downstream ends of the supporting por-
tions 965 and have a greater cross-sectional area than
the supporting portions 965. The supporting portions
965 correctly position the mandrel portions 964 relative
to the external forming device 922. Specifically, the
mandrel portions 964 are symmetrically situated relative
to the lateral center of the turning space 953, and are
longitudinally aligned with the chute's inlet 948 and out-
let 949. Additionally, the mandrel portions 964 are pref-
erably positioned within the turning space 953, prefera-
bly adjacent to the outlet 949 of the external forming de-
vice 922. To this end, the mandrel portions 964 are po-
sitioned near the downstream ends of the leg portions
965, just upstream of the rib 959.
[0141] The mandrel portions 964 are preferably the
same as the mandrel portions 464 of the cushioning
conversion machine 400. Thus, the each of the mandrel
portions 964 comprises an upstream cone-shaped sec-
tion 981, a cylindrical-shaped section 982 and down-
stream cone-shaped section 983. In the illustrated de-
vice the mandrel portions 964 and the supporting por-
tions 965 are separate members and the mandrel sec-
tions 981-983 have a concentric core through which the
downstream ends of the supporting portions 965 ex-
tends. This construction allows the mandrel portions
964 to be selectively slid along the supporting portions
965 thereby providing longitudinal adjustment of the
mandrel portions 964 relative to the turning space 953.
However, mandrel portions formed in one piece with
supporting portions are possible.
[0142] The upstream rib 957 comprises a pair of side
leg portions 985 connected together by a bottom leg por-
tion 986. The upper ends of each of the side leg portions
985 are connected, via a rounded corner, to the up-
stream end of respective leg portions 965 of the V-
shaped body 956. The intermediate rib 958 likewise
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comprises a pair of side leg portions 987 connected to-
gether by a bottom leg portion 988. The upper ends of
each of the side leg portions 987 are connected to
aligned sections of the leg portions 965 of the V-shaped
body 956, these sections being located between its up-
stream end downstream ends. The downstream rib 959
comprises a pair of side leg portions 989 connected to-
gether by a bottom leg portion 990. The upper ends of
each of the side leg portions 989 are connected to the
downstream ends of the leg portions 965 of the V-
shaped body 956. The side leg portions 985, 987, and
989 decrease sequentially in height and the bottom leg
portions 986, 988 and 990 decrease sequentially in
width whereby the ribs 957, 958 and 959 sequentially
decrease in the downstream direction.
[0143] The internal forming device 924 further com-
prises a longitudinal leg portion 991 which is has a rec-
tangular strip shape, similar to the bottom leg portion
457 of the forming device 423 of the cushioning conver-
sion machine 400. The leg portion 991 extends from the
upstream rib 957, under and past the intermediate rib
958, and to the downstream rib 959. More particularly,
the upstream end of the leg portion 991 is attached (i.
e., welded) to a laterally central section of the bottom
leg portion 986 of the upstream rib 957 and the down-
stream end of the leg portion 991 is attached (i.e., weld-
ed) to the bottom leg portion 990 of the downstream rib
959. (Figures 14 and 15.) The bottom surface of the lon-
gitudinal leg portion 991 defines a holding surface which
holds the central region of the stock material as its lateral
regions are inwardly turned in the turning space 953.
More specifically, the leg portion 991 the holds the cen-
tral region of the stock material at a predetermined dis-
tance from the chute's bottom wall 951 which is different
than the distance that the stock material would pass in
the absence of the leg portion 991.
[0144] The forming assembly 920 may additionally in-
clude a transverse guide device 992 mounted on the
guide tray 913 just upstream of the inlet 948 of the chute
922. The guide device 992 may be in the form of a thin
U-shaped bracket (or a three-sided hoop) having its dis-
tal ends secured to the guide tray 913 . Although not
shown in the illustrated device the transverse guide de-
vice 992 may include side rollers, such as is shown in
the transverse guide structure shown in U.S. Patent No.
5,658,299. (This patent is assigned to the assignee of
the present application).
[0145] As the stock material travels through the turn-
ing space 953 of the external forming device 922, the
surfaces 950-952 radially restrict the stock material and
the portions 964-965 of the internal forming device 924
define a turning perimeter around which the lateral re-
gions of the stock material are inwardly turned. (Figure
44A.) Particularly, the supporting portions 965 are co-
planar portions sloped slightly in the downstream direc-
tion. (Figure 44B.) The mandrel portions 964 project be-
yond the coplanar portion in both the lateral and non-
lateral transverse directions. In this manner, the mandrel

portions 964 internally shape the strip of stock material
prior to it emerging from the chute's outlet 949. (Figure
44C.) During this pre-outlet shaping, the upstream man-
drel sections 981 play the dominate and the mandrel
portions 964 of the internal forming device 924 are
shaped to increase the lateral dimension and the non-
lateral transverse dimension of the cross-sectional ge-
ometry of the strip of stock material.

Closing

[0146] Accordingly, the invention provides the cush-
ioning conversion machine 100 wherein the internal
forming device 124 has at least one interacting portion
164 which is positioned downstream of the chute's outlet
149 and which is positioned to internally interact with
lateral portions of the strip of stock material to internally
reshape the cross-section geometry of the strip of stock
material. The associated method includes the step of
internally interacting with lateral portions of the strip of
stock material to internally reshape the cross-section
geometry of the strip of stock material downstream of
the outlet 149.
[0147] Although the invention has been shown and
described with respect to certain preferred embodi-
ments, it is obvious that equivalent alterations and mod-
ifications will occur to others skilled in the art upon read-
ing and understanding of this specification. The present
invention includes all such equivalent alterations and
modifications and is limited only by the scope of the fol-
lowing claims.

Claims

1. A cushioning conversion machine (100) comprising
a conversion assembly (101) which converts a
sheet stock material into a three-dimensional strip
of cushioning;

the conversion assembly (101) including a
forming assembly (120) which forms the sheet
stock material into a strip of stock material;

the forming assembly (120) including an ex-
ternal forming device (122) and an internal forming
device (124), the stock material traveling through
the external forming device (122) and around the
internal forming device (124) to form the strip of
stock material;

the external forming device (122) having an
inlet (148), an outlet (149), and surfaces (150-152)
therebetween which define a turning space (153);

the surfaces (150-152) of the external forming
device (122) radially restricting the stock material
as it travels through the turning space (153) to
cause inward turning of lateral regions of the stock
material to form a strip of stock material having a
certain cross-sectional geometry when it emerges
from the outlet (149);
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characterized in that the internal forming de-
vice (124) has at least one interacting portion (164)
which is positioned downstream of the outlet (149)
of the external forming device (122) and which is
positioned to internally interact with lateral portions
of the strip of stock material to internally reshape
the cross-section geometry of the strip of stock ma-
terial.

2. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in the preceding claim wherein the external forming
device (122) is a chute and wherein the chute (122)
comprises substantially continuous walls (150-152)
extending between the chute's inlet (148) and the
chute's outlet (149).

3. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in the preceding claim wherein the chute (122) is a
converging chute whereby its inlet (148) is of a
greater cross-sectional area than its outlet (149)
and its walls (150-152) taper inwardly in the down-
stream direction.

4. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in any of the preceding claims wherein the conver-
sion assembly (101) further comprises a feeding as-
sembly (121) which feeds the stock material
through the forming assembly (120).

5. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in the preceding claim wherein the feeding assem-
bly (121) is positioned downstream of the forming
assembly (120).

6. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in any of the preceding claims wherein the external
forming device (122) and the internal forming de-
vice (124) are positioned within a common enve-
lope defined by the machine housing (104).

7. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in any of the preceding claims, wherein the internal
forming device (124) further includes at least one
supporting portion (156) that facilitates positioning
the interacting portions (164) in the desired spatial
location relative to the external forming device.

8. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in any of the preceding claims, wherein the support-
ing portions have straight rod-like members, and
the downstream end of which is the internal forming
device.

9. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in any of the preceding claims, wherein the interact-
ing portions (164) are adjustable to change the lat-
eral distance therebetween to reshape lateral di-
mension of the cross-section geometry of the strip.

10. A cushioning conversion machine (100) as set forth
in any of the preceding claims, further comprising
an extruding device (190, 194) downstream of the
external forming device (122) that coacts with the
interacting portions (164) of the internal forming de-
vice (124) to externally re-shape the cross-sectional
geometry of the strip.

11. A cushioning conversion method including the step
of converting a sheet stock material into a three-di-
mensional strip of cushioning;

said converting step including the step of
forming the sheet stock material into a strip of stock
material;

said forming step including the step of passing
the stock material through a turning space (153) de-
fined by an external forming device (122) and
around an internal forming device (124) to form the
strip of stock material;

said passing step including the step of radially
restricting the stock material as it travels through the
turning space (153) to cause inward turning of lat-
eral regions of the stock material so that the strip of
stock material has a certain cross-sectional geom-
etry when it emerges from an outlet (149) of the ex-
ternal forming device (122);

said passing step also including the step of
internally interacting with lateral portions of the strip
of stock material to internally reshape the cross-
section geometry of the strip of stock material down-
stream of the outlet (149).

12. A method as set forth in the preceding claim where-
in the method is performed by a cushioning conver-
sion machine (100);

the cushioning conversion machine compris-
ing a conversion assembly (101) which performs
the converting step;

the conversion assembly (101) comprising a
forming assembly (120)

which performs the forming step and which in-
cludes the external forming device (122) and the in-
ternal forming device (124);

the external forming device (122) having an
inlet (148) and surfaces (150-152) between the inlet
(148) and the outlet (149) which define the turning
space (153) and which perform the radially restrict-
ing step;

the internal forming device (124) having at
least one interacting portion (164) which is posi-
tioned downstream of the outlet (149) of the exter-
nal forming device (122) and which performs the in-
ternally interacting step.
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